Abstract. The paper offers a method of the big data mining to solve problems of identification of cause-and-effect relationships in changing diagnostic information on medical images with different kinds of diseases. As integrated indices of the fundus vessels and coronary heart blood vessels we have used a global set of geometric features which is supposed to be a rather complete characteristic of diagnostic images and allows to make a successful diagnosis of vascular malformations. To evaluate informativity of vascular diagnostic features based on a classification efficiency criterion and in order to form new features required to improve a diagnostics quality a method of discriminative analysis of sample data has been considered. A filtration method of invalid data is proposed using a clustering algorithm to improve a performance quality of the developed algorithm of the discriminative analysis of feature vectors.
Introduction
The very large data ('big data') mining is a key problem of modern information technologies. In accordance with the Forecast of the Scientific and Technology Development of the Russian Federation for the period until 2030 approved by the Chairman of the Government of the Russian Federation Dmitry A. Medvedev promising research areas include the "Technologies of data processing and analysis" including methods and techniques of collection, processing, analysis and storage of very large volumes of information. The purpose of the paper is to develop methods and algorithms of the bid data mining to solve problems of identification of causeand-effect relationships in changing diagnostic information on medical images with different kinds of diseases. It is offered to use a single approach to the analysis of different image classes based on evaluation of combined geometric parameters of selected areas of interest which are considered to be a basic feature set for further diagnostic analysis [1] [2] . In order to identify images based on the big data mining 347 Information Technology and Nanotechnology (ITNT-2015) using methods of the discriminative analysis a technique of efficient feature space formation has been developed [3] [4] [5] . As integrated indices of the fundus vessels and coronary heart blood vessels it is proposed to use the global set of geometric features which allow to make the successful diagnosis of vascular malformations [6] [7] . Based on the specified methods new distributed technologies and software are developed to provide the remote image processing, analysis and understanding which are intended for implementation in automated telemedicine systems. The methods being developed are aimed at improvement of the medical diagnostics quality due to obtaining objective numerical estimates of biomedicine image parameters using large volumes of accessible information.
Diagnostic Image Mining Information Technology
The diagnostic image mining information technology includes a method of formation of the efficient feature space to classify a predefined image set.
A highlighting technique of diagnostically significant information on blood vessel images is based on a new generalized mathematical model of blood vessels for two classes of diagnostic images, i.e. the fundus blood-vessel system and coronary blood vessels, characterized by a set of geometric parameters [6] [7] [8] .
A geometric approach to formation of diagnostic features, which, unlike traditional abstract spectral-and-correlation features are well accustomed and understandable by medical professionals, demonstrate a good visual effect and take into account an object's specific character, allows to finally increase a diagnostics efficiency.
In order to select the most successful features we use their correlation with results of expert evaluations, as well as a dispersion analysis of learning samples or the diagnostic error analysis using particular characteristics. The effectiveness of different features is evaluated for automated diagnosis problems and proper recommendations are articulated on how to use different groups of features in medical practice.
The diagnostic image mining information technology includes the following advanced techniques and algorithms:
─ the technique and the algorithm of increasing a degree of the feature informativity based on the discriminative analysis and formation of an optimal learning sample to learn a disease diagnosis expert system; ─ an estimation method of a class separatability which is not influenced by distribution of objects through classes and is independent from a used classifier; ─ the algorithm of decrease of feature space dimensions and formation of new informative features that maximize a separatability criterion based on methods of the discriminative analysis and allow to increase a diagnosis accuracy of a pathology degree; ─ a technique of optimum learning sample formation to learn a diagnostic system based on exemption of anomalous observations that will also enable to increase a disease diagnosis accuracy.
Problem-oriented and distributed software solutions of the analysis of medical and diagnostic images are developed to detect pathological changes including software 348 Information Technology and Nanotechnology (ITNT-2015) tools for quantitative estimates of the pathology degree based on expert findings and the proposed methods of classification. They are intended to ensure the user with an opportunity to manage a decision-making and analysis process [9] . Automated systems of the quantitative feature analysis make it possible to standardize a diagnosing process, considerably reduce an examination time and decrease its cost. The systems allow to carry out the analysis of subclinical morphological changes of pathomorphological components, computerize diagnosis stages and make a quantitative monitoring of pathological changes in diagnostic images. The peculiarity is the use of expert system components, i.e. a database of diagnostic features, the correlative, discriminative and cluster analysis of the feature space, and a prognosis of the pathology degree based on expert estimates.
A system of classification and diagnostic researches [1] provides tools for the correlative and discriminative analysis to form the informative feature space, resources to form an optimal feature sample based on the criterion of separation efficiency by pathology groups, and facilities for the cluster analysis to filtrate the learning sample in order to eliminate invalid data and to obtain standard feature values in accordance with pathology groups. The data mining system allows the user to obtain a proper pathology degree, standard feature values for each degree of disease pathology and a predicted disease development, and will provide proper diagnostic decisions.
The Discriminative Analysis to Form the Informative Feature Space
Proper researches have been performed together with medical professionals from the Medical and Stomatological University (Moscow), Ophthalmology Academic Department, based on a digital image analysis of the fundus. Diagnostics techniques for ophthalmic diseases have been developed based on evaluation of global vascular characteristics (features). The paper considers geometric characteristics proposed in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These characteristics involve the following: the mean diameter, straightness, beads-looking shape, amplitude of thickness variations, frequency of thickness variations, thickness tortuosity, amplitude of path variations, frequency of path variations and path tortuosity, which correspond to diagnostic features of the fundus vessels. If two or more classes available (in our case there are 5 classes including a normal feature and 4 degrees of diabetic retinopathy and diabetes), the objective of feature selection is to select those features which are the most efficient in accordance with the class separability [5, 8] . In the discriminative analysis the class separability criteria are formed using scatter matrixes inside classes and scatter matrixes between classes [11, 12] .
The scatter matrix inside classes demonstrates a variety of objects with respect to mean vectors of classes: At the examination of features it was concluded that there are two high-correlated characteristic groups. The first group includes those features which describe path parameters (e.g. the path straightness and tortuosity), and the second group includes the features characterizing a vessel radius function (e.g. the radius tortuosity and a beads-factor). Figure 3 shows that maximum feature values belong to the vessel features which are not particularly significant for medical professionals in diagnosing. Besides, in proper pathological conditions each group may have vessels which do not comply with the given pathology (for instance, the norm feature). It may be thus concluded that the sample may contain some noisy data.
In order to eliminate noise in the sample it is proposed to filter down an original sample using the clustering approach of k-means. Each GROUP was divided into 5 clusters in accordance with original clusters inside each of the GROUPS. Feature vectors which were not included into a correct cluster were removed from the sample. Values of individual separability criteria for features inside the GROUPS after filtration are given in Figure 4 .
Analyzing Figure 4 we may conclude that in the sample obtained after filtration the features with the greatest separability criterion are the characteristics which are considered by medical professionals as specifically diagnostically significant in visual diagnosing of pathology that corresponds to an information letter [13] . The discriminative analysis algorithm has been applied for original and filtered samples. In order to form new features we have completely enumerated original features to search a combination of new features that has maximized the separability criterion. The result was that we have obtained a set of four features for all GROUPS of either sample.
The classification error was evaluated for the GROUPS obtained thereby. The error was estimated by means of the U-approach [11] . Two samples were formed, i.e. the learning and test samples. The classifier was tuned using the learning sample based on the SVM approach (Support Vector Machines), and the test sample was thereby classified. Objects of the learning sample which are not contained within the test 352 Information Technology and Nanotechnology (ITNT-2015) sample are only used for the classifier synthesis. There are many opportunities to implement the U-approach. In order to evaluate probability of the classification error in researches a one-object-elimination method was used. The findings are illustrated in Table 1 where criterion values before the discriminative analysis are presented for the combination of original sample quads with the best separability values inside the GROUPS. Analyzing the obtained findings it may be concluded that filtration allows not only to increase feature separability criteria and decrease the classification error, but also to identify diagnostically significant features. Researches made on four GROUPS of blood vessels have shown that it is important for each GROUP to have its own set of diagnostic features that is proved by clinical research studies of medical practitioners. For example, the mean diameter of the blood vessel acts differently for venules and arteriols under pathological changes. The research results have showed that the application of the proposed feature formation technique allowed not only to eliminate invalid data, but also led to a reduction in errors of classification. This resulted to the increase of the separability criterion by 39% for GROUP 1, by 42% -for GROUP 2, by 24% -for GROUP 3 and by 39% -for GROUP 4. Besides, we have obtained some additional information based on the used features such as their informativity and have identified relationships between some features. 
Conclusion
A new technology has been developed for the data mining to identify cause-andeffect relationships of changing diagnostic information on medical images with different kinds of diseases including the filtration of invalid data and the discriminative analysis based on maximizing the separability criterion.
The algorithm based on the selection of features with the biggest separability criterion and on a complete enumeration followed by new features maximizing this criterion has been developed. Separability criteria are formed using the scattering matrixes between and inside classes. As a result of the discriminative analysis the best features have been defined for each group of vessels based on the separability criterion. It is shown that each of the four GROUPS of vessels has efficiently used its own set of global geometric features that has been proved by clinical researches. The classification error was calculated for each group of vessels before and after the algorithm performance. It is shown that the proposed technology of the feature space analysis by groups, including the algorithm of filtration of sampled data and the algorithm of formation of the efficient feature space, allowed to increase the classification efficiency of vessels by "normal-feature" classes and different degrees of "pathology". The classification error was hereby reduced to 2.3%-3.5% for different pathology GROUPS.
